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furs, and even, on rare occasions, build igloos. But into the
Eskimo world, which is a mental fact, they never penetrate.
Apart from every other difference between them and me —
priest and trapper on the one side, I on the other— there was
the difference that I had come here to penetrate into a world
to which they were indifferent.
At Ottawa the Canadian authorities had examined my cre-
dentials and given me the various licences without which a
white man may not go into the North. At Edmonton I had been
able to fit* myself out almost completely. But I still lacked the
proper clothing for Arctic life, and Father Delalande advised
me to buy my skins here in Coppermine, for caribou had been
rare on King William Land and I might find that I had no
wardrobe when I reached Gjoa Haven. He sent for Krilamik,
the best seamstress in the village, and told her what was wanted.
Limping, grinning, smoking cigarette upon cigarette, the old
Eskimo woman walked with me to the Store. There are few
sights more engaging than a craftsman practising his craft, dis-
playing his professional resource upon wood, or marble — or
hides. Krilamik bowed over the piles of hides inspired confi-
dence. Half the skins were rejected at a glance, not even
touched. Here was one her eye judged possible, but when she
rubbed it between her fingers, hefted it in one hand, turned it
over to peer at the nether side, it was discarded. One by one,
she went over the whole stock, and after two hours a good-sized
pile had been set aside. Out of this pile a second selection was
made; and finally she straightened up, waved a careless hand
to indicate that she had made her choice, and we counted the
lot. There were seventeen full hides, three white bellies, and
thirty legs, all of caribou. In addition, one big sealskin for
boots, a mooseskin, and, for trimming, a wolverene, skin. My
sleeping-bag and other odd pieces would be made for me at
Gjoa Haven.
We bought also a packet of caribou sinew that looked to me
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